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Executive Summary

CTT manages an ETF arbitrage trading strategy in the high grade corporate bond space and developed and
tested its strategy starting in 2013. Back testing and live trading results uncover patterns in price movements
and CTT believes that it can effectively pattern price movements in this sector using algorithms developed by
its founder.
Highlights of the trading strategy are as follows;
•
Market neutral, ETF arbitrage trading strategy capitalizing on price patterns in the credit space
•
Fully automated, electronic trading model and infrastructure encompassing electronic order and execution
management, pricing logic and analytics, and real-time risk management
•
Robust data infrastructure harnessing security tic data to provide order stack pricing data on the breadth
of securities in the ETF LQD, which is the most liquid credit ETF
•
High grade corporate bond markets are becoming more electronic surpassing 30% by volume in 2018
•
Performance results on 3 historical back tests showed 75%+ winning trades
•
Performance results in Live Trading in a first loss program showed 80% winning trades
•
Trading strategy managed by CTT Advisors with deep experience in the fixed income markets
– Corporate/municipal bond trading and arbitrage
– Electronic trading, market making, and hedging
– Model design and ATS/ECN connectivity developed in house
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Market Observations

•

Market Observations
–
Electronic bond trading is gaining traction
• https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-15/electronic-bond-trading-gains-ground-as-market-finally-matures
–
More market participants will need to use automation in order to keep up with market participants
–
There are noticeable patterns in price distributions which can provide edge in trading
–
By automating the trade process, CTT analyzes price action of every security in the LQD ETF Index and can post prices in real time capitalizing
on market mispricings and advantageous spreads

•

“Intercontinental Exchange Inc. is making a multibillion-dollar bet that corporate bonds are increasingly going to be traded on electronic
exchanges and other marketplaces…”
–
Aug 2, 2018 - Intercontinental Exchange Inc is partnering with BlackRock Inc on a new ... the electroniccorporate bond trading platform ICE
bought from Virtu ...
–
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180529005563/en/Intercontinental-Exchange-Agrees-Acquire-TMC-Bonds
–
Oct 25, 2017 - Intercontinental Exchange agreed to acquire electronic fixed-income trading venue BondPoint for $400 million…

•

SIFMA Releases Electronic Bond Trading Platform Report For U.S. Corporate and Municipal Securities – Feb 2016
–
Several new entrants are offering or plan to offer electronic trading related services to challenge established players, seven of the 19
platforms interviewed have entered the market in the last 2 year, and four more platforms plan to launch in 2016.
–
Enhancements are being made to established trading protocols and several new protocols are emerging to promote price discovery,
including live order books, session based trading and independently determined midpoint pricing.
–
The survey found that 14 platforms offer "all-to-all" trading which highlights efforts to increase market participation among a diverse
universe of investors.
–
The 19 electronic trading platforms surveyed offer 42 electronic trading protocols that have been structured in a variety of ways to address
the differing demands of market participants.
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Trading Methodologies

The CTT trading model combines the use of trading logic, real-time and historical data, and electronic
infrastructure to generate two-sided orders across market ATSs (Market Axess, Trade Web, Bondpoint, TMC,
MTS Bonds, NYSEBonds, the UBS Advisor Network, Bloomberg FITS, and others).
The model is fully automated and executes trades electronically via an API interface. As such, there is no
human input determining when to open or close positions.
A few relative aspects of the model are provided below;
•
Price Valuation – order generation based on statistical analysis of real-time and historical prices and
considers order size, limits, volatility, and risk exposure
•
Market Making – on large number of securities based on model factor inputs including price valuation,
statistical regression, risk/exposure, order size, bid/ask spread, and volatility
•
Hedging – use of LQD ETF, pairs trading, and options
•
Risk – exposure is determined and limited through automation (included in model factor inputs) at the
industry, sector, and individual security levels
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Algorithm Illustration

The trading algorithm considers intraday order stack data, macro and micro factors, and trends to determine entry/exit levels.
Orders are generated based on model factor logic and sent electronically to the corporate bond market electronic exchanges
(ATS/ECNs). The model is designed to be flexible such that it can be deployed in a market neutral strategy (currently deployed in
this manner for ETF arbitrage), to make two sided markets with skew towards the long or short side, and for other asset classes
deploying similar methodologies such as municipals and high yield corporate bonds.
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Model Analytics

Historical order stack data for each security in its ETF (1,900+ securities in LQD) is stored and analyzed creating a relative value
price cube. The Bond Cube is then analyzed in real-time using the embedded trading model logic which then generates price
levels/orders that are sent to the ATSs for execution. Each node on the Bond Cube is a snapshot of all LQD components pricing at
that time. The model then analyses nodes over a minimum 150 days trading data to determine appropriate levels…
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Performance
•
•
•
•

Live Trading: Realized PnL for 2017 to 2018 - ~80% winning trades, 30+% gross profit and 14+% net profit
Back Testing/Paper Trading: Three historical back tests were performed covering 60 trading days each
showing similar results (~72% winning trades)
S&P Corporate Bond Index performance over same period: -.39%
Previous Back Test, Live Trading, and Paper Trading results are provided showing;
– #Trades: 597 Trades
– % Winners: 74.3%
– Avg ROI: 31%
– Avg Leverage: 2.73x
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Funding and Set Up Requirements to Go Live

•

•

•
•

Funding
– Minimum Investment: USD 1MM (minimum)
– Minimum capital to go live: USD 5 million
Advisor Fee Structure
– 2.5%/20% in traditional management model

Prime Broker: Interactive Brokers or TBD
Corporate Structure
–
–

•

CTT Advisors is a Delaware limited liability company registered under the name Chicago Technology
& Trading, LLC
CTT will utilize the Advisor infrastructure of Interactive Brokers for its strategy unless it determines to
use another prime broker

Reports
–
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Daily reports generated online based on mark to market pricing as determined by the prime broker
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Contact Us for More Information

Form more information, please go to www.cttadvisors.com/strategies
Want to have a more detailed discussion or demo of the trading model?
Please contact Paul Constantino, CTT Managing Partner
704.321.4930 or email Paul at paulc@cttadvisors.com
Thank You!
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